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Colonic sessile serrated adenoma, in contrast to hyperplastic polyp, is thought to be related to sporadic
colorectal cancers with high microsatellite instability. However, the morphological distinction between these
entities is difficult and subject to observer and sampling variation. Therefore, we elected to investigate the
expression of gastric mucin MUC6 as a potential marker to separate the two in the hope of finding an objective
and reproducible adjunct to morphological diagnosis. Endoscopic biopsies of colonic polyps with serrated
architecture, but without cytological dysplasia were studied and categorized as sessile serrated adenoma or
hyperplastic polyp, using previously published morphological criteria. Smaller groups of serrated polyps with
cytological dysplasia (traditional serrated adenomas, filiform serrated adenomas and sessile serrated
adenomas with cytological dysplasia) were also included. In total, 94 polyps were immunohistochemically
stained with antibodies to MUC6 and to MLH-1. MUC6 was found to have 100% specificity in distinguishing
sessile serrated adenoma (N¼ 26; positive staining) from hyperplastic polyp (N¼ 48; negative staining).
Traditional serrated adenomas and filiform serrated adenomas were also negative for MUC6. Sessile serrated
adenomas with cytological dysplasia were found to lose expression of MLH-1 in dysplastic areas, while
retaining MUC6 expression. Neither anatomic location in the right or left colon nor polyp size appears to
account for the differences in MUC6 expression.
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Colorectal serrated polyp is a broad category that
includes several types of newly described polyps.
A current classification and terminology scheme
is summarized in Table 1, and was used in this
study. Sessile serrated adenoma is one recently
described entity that, although lacking in con-
ventional adenomatous cytological dysplasia, is
thought to be related to colorectal adenocarcinoma
by the so-called ‘serrated pathway’ of colorectal
neoplasia.1–5 This pathway results in invasive
adenocarcinomas that are frequently microsatellite
unstable (MSI-high).3,6 Sessile serrated adenomas
occur most commonly on the right side of the colon,
but can be found throughout.4,7

The increasing acceptance of sessile serrated
adenoma as a diagnostic entity has undermined
the traditional notion that colonic polyps could
be broadly divided into traditional adenomatous
polyps, exhibiting characteristic cytological dyspla-
sia and imparting a higher risk of progression
to invasive adenocarcinoma, and ‘hyperplastic
polyps’, lacking cytological dysplasia and thought
to be of essentially no risk for development of
carcinoma. Whether such a ‘safe’ category actually
exists—especially in the right colon—is a matter of
current debate and study.8

According to Snover et al4, sessile serrated
adenomas are those serrated polyps with evidence
of abnormal proliferation, including basal crypt
branching, dilation, serration and horizontal basal
crypt orientation, creating T- or L- shaped crypts.4

These features have been termed architectural dys-
plasia in the literature, and are evaluated in combi-
nation with an assessment of traditional cytological
dysplasia, which is absent in sessile serrated
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adenomas. In contrast, hyperplastic polyps do not
exhibit such features of abnormal proliferation.
Areas of cytological dysplasia or invasive carcinoma
arising in sessile serrated adenomas have been well
documented in the literature.9 Whether cytological
dysplasia can also arise in a typical hyperplastic
polyp has never been closely examined.

The concept of cancer-associated serrated polyps
is still evolving, and such polyps are currently
defined and diagnosed predominantly based on
morphological features. Several new terminologies
have been added to the list since 1990 when
Longacre and Fenoglio-Preiser10 first introduced
the entity of serrated adenoma. They described
serrated adenoma as a type of colonic polyp with
serrated crypts lined by epithelium with traditional
cytological dysplasia. Whether serrated adenoma
is related to hyperplastic polyp or to more typical
adenomatous polyps is not completely clear. Since
its original description, serrated adenoma has been
further classified into non-filiform traditional serrated
adenoma and filiform serrated adenoma.11 Traditional
serrated adenomas can be found throughout the
colon, whereas filiform serrated adenomas are located
exclusively in the left colon, especially in the rectum
and sigmoid. Those polyps that have morphological
features of sessile serrated adenomas described
above, in combination with discrete areas of tradi-
tional adenomatous dysplasia, can be termed ‘sessile
serrated adenoma with dysplasia’.9

The morphological distinction between sessile
serrated adenoma and hyperplastic polyp is clini-
cally important because of their apparently different
cancer risk. Several factors affect the accurate
diagnosis of sessile serrated adenomas and hyper-
plastic polyps. Interobserver variability is a major
issue. In a recent report, the diagnosis of sessile
serrated adenoma was found to have low inter-
observer agreement among gastrointestinal patho-
logists.12 Given this finding, pathologists without
extensive gastrointestinal pathology training may
be expected to encounter significant difficulty
and frustration in making the diagnosis during
daily practice. As the diagnosis of sessile serrated
adenoma relies so heavily on the morphology of
basal crypts, biopsy size and orientation during
processing can also have a great impact on the
availability of the characteristic features.

Several molecular characteristics of the serrated
neoplasia pathway have been explored for potential

usefulness in distinguishing sessile serrated adeno-
ma from hyperplastic polyp.13–16 For example, BRAF
mutation is common in sessile serrated adenoma
and the microvesicular variant of hyperplastic
polyp, whereas KRAS mutations are significantly
associated with the goblet cell variant of hyper-
plastic polyp. However, routine assessment of
earlier genetic events such as BRAF and KRAS
mutations can be costly and impractical in a typical
surgical pathology laboratory, and the distinction
may not be completely specific. On the other hand,
loss of MLH-1, a hallmark of MSI-high cancer, is not
a sensitive marker for prediction of progression
of sessile serrated adenomas because its loss occurs
late in the serrated pathway. Therefore, morpho-
logical features remain the gold standard for diag-
nosis and the elucidation of a sensitive and specific
adjunct, preferably an immunohistochemical stain,
could aid significantly in the diagnosis of sessile
serrated adenoma in the busy daily practice of
pathologists.

Mucin (MUC) gene products are high-molecular-
weight glycoproteins that are commonly expressed
in epithelial cells. Currently, about 20 MUC genes
(designated MUC1 to MUC19 with a handful of sub-
categories such as MUC5AC and MUC5B) have been
identified and/or sequenced. Their expression is
relatively specific to certain organs and types of
tissue. For example, MUC2 is a goblet cell-type
mucin predominantly expressed in the colon
and small bowel. On the other hand, MUC5AC
and MUC6 are two gastric type mucins that are
expressed in the surface foveolar epithelium and
deep antral/pyloric glands, respectively.17–19

Aberrant and bidirectional gastric differentiations
of foveolar mucin (MUC5AC) and pyloric mucin
(MUC6) have been reported in colonic serrated
adenomas and hyperplastic polyps.20 In that article,
the authors indicated that MUC5AC-positive cells
are typically located throughout the entire length
of the crypts, whereas cells expressing MUC6
are present only in the basal crypts. However, most
of the cases of ‘serrated adenoma’ in that report
could be better classified as traditional serrated
adenoma than sessile serrated adenoma, because
11 out of 20 were pedunculated rather than sessile.
Additionally, some of the polyps classified by the
authors as hyperplastic polyps and illustrated in
their photomicrographs may be better classified as
sessile serrated adenomas by the current criteria,
because of the presence of serration and dilation in
the basal crypts.

Given the prior reports regarding expression of
MUC and the current difficulties in the morpho-
logical classification of serrated polyps, we investi-
gated the expression of MUC6 as a potential adjunct
to morphological diagnosis in sessile serrated
adenomas with and without dysplasia, as compared
to hyperplastic polyps, filiform serrated adenomas
and traditional serrated adenomas. Because of the
connection between sessile serrated adenoma and

Table 1 Current classification of colorectal serrated polyps

Serrated polyps without cytological dysplasia
Sessile serrated adenoma
Hyperplastic polyp

Serrated polyps with cytological dysplasia
Sessile serrated adenoma with cytological dysplasia
Serrated adenoma
Non-filiform traditional serrated adenoma
Filiform serrated adenoma
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MSI-high carcinoma, we also investigated the
expression of MLH-1 in these polyps.

Materials and methods

Eighty colonic polyps with serrated architecture but
without traditional cytological dysplasia, biopsied
from sites throughout the colon, were collected
during clinical service in the Department of Pathol-
ogy at the University of Pittsburgh. In addition, 20
polyps with a combination of serrated architecture
and cytological dysplasia were also collected. For
the latter group of polyps, the criterion of cytological
dysplasia was based on the presence of pseudos-
tratified, hyperchromatic, elongated or ‘pencil-like’
nuclei (Figure 4a, inset). Such nuclear features were
absent in the 80 serrated polyps without cytological
dysplasia. Because we chose to limit the scope
of our investigation to the comparison of MUC6
expression in sessile serrated adenoma and hyper-
plastic polyp, and its evaluation as an adjunct to
the gold standard of morphological diagnosis, no
effort was made to include a consecutive sampling
of all serrated polyps diagnosed within a certain
timeframe. However, to limit the investigation to
sporadically acquired serrated polyps, those polyps
found in association with inflammatory bowel
disease were excluded, as were the cases that met
the diagnostic criteria for ‘hyperplastic polyposis’ as
set forth by the World Health Organization.21 None
of the patients identified for study had more than
five such polyps. All cases were collected during a
span of 4 years (2003–2007).

For each polyp, biopsy site was categorized as
either right-sided (sites proximal to the splenic
flexure) or left-sided (distal to the splenic flexure).
All of the biopsies contained at least a portion of
well-oriented, full-thickness mucosa, ensuring that
adequate architectural characteristics were visible.
Many biopsies also contained unremarkable, flat
mucosa adjacent to the polyps and/or in separately
sampled pieces received with the biopsy. Formalin-
fixed paraffin-embedded sections from each case
were stained with immunohistochemical antibodies
to MUC6 and MLH-1 according to the vendor’s
instructions and previously published methods22

(Table 2).
Without prior knowledge of their clinical features

and immunohistochemical staining patterns, hema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E) stained sections were inde-
pendently reviewed by two of the authors (SRO
and SFK), both fellowship-trained gastrointestinal
pathologists. For the polyps without cytological
dysplasia, a diagnosis of sessile serrated adenoma
or hyperplastic polyp was made based on previously
published morphological criteria.4 Briefly, the
polyps were assessed for the presence of morpho-
logical features of abnormal proliferation including
basal crypt dilation, branching, serration and hori-
zontal orientation, in combination with abundant
goblet cell or gastric-type mucin production in the

basal crypts (ie, the ‘proliferation zone’ of normal
mucosa and hyperplastic polyp) (Figure 1a–c).
Those polyps with at least two such features were
classified as sessile serrated adenomas and those
without as hyperplastic polyps (Figure 2a and b).
The polyps found to contain cytological dysplasia
were classified as traditional serrated adenoma,23

filiform serrated adenoma11 or sessile serrated
adenoma with dysplasia.9 The diagnosis of tradi-
tional serrated adenoma included polyps having
both serrated profile and adenomatous epithelium
within the same crypts, along with characteristic
eosinophilic apical cytoplasm (Figure 4a). Polyps
diagnosed as filiform serrated adenoma had a
similar appearance to the traditional serrated adeno-
mas, but with characteristic elongated, filiform
architecture (Figure 4b). In contrast, sessile serrated
adenomas with dysplasia included polyps that
otherwise would have been categorized morpho-
logically as sessile serrated adenoma, but which
also contained a discrete collection of crypts lined
by epithelium with definite cytological dysplasia
as described above (Figure 3a and b). For all of
the cytologically dysplastic polyps, the dysplasia
was graded by both pathologists as low- or high-
grade based on published criteria.9,24 A diagnosis
of high-grade dysplasia required a significant degree
of nuclear pleomorphism and pseudostratification,
as well as architectural changes such as ‘crypt-
within-crypt’ formation, cribriform architecture and
‘back-to-back’ crypts. The presence of components
morphologically consistent with sessile serrated
adenoma and/or hyperplastic polyp in these polyps
was also noted.

Where there was initial agreement on the diag-
nosis by both pathologists, the polyp was included
without further review. In cases with an initially
discordant diagnosis, the polyps were reviewed by
the two pathologists together and discussed in an
attempt to reach consensus. In this reexamination,
more subtle examples of the aforementioned fea-
tures of sessile serrated adenoma were identified
and debated. Because of the distinctive appearance
of extensively dilated and/or horizontally oriented
basal crypts, special attention was given to these
features during the consensus review. If this process
resulted in the confirmation of at least two relevant
architectural attributes, the polyp was classified as
sessile serrated adenoma. Cases where a concordant
diagnosis could not be reached were excluded.
Initially, 10 polyps were identified that did not

Table 2 Antibodies used in this study

Antigen Antibody
clone

Company Dilution

MLH-1 G168-15 BD Pharmingen
(San Diego, CA, USA)

1:100

MUC6 CLH5 Vector (Burlingame,
CA, USA)

1:100
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have a consensus diagnosis. After further review,
consensus was reached for four of these (three
sessile serrated adenomas and one hyperplastic
polyp). This resulted in the exclusion of six serrated
polyps without cytological dysplasia, for a total
of 74 such polyps included in the study. All six of
the excluded polyps had areas of so-called ‘inverted
growth’ (displacement of mucosa beneath the
muscularis mucosae), which we found made them
difficult to subclassify. There was full concordance
on the diagnoses of traditional serrated adenoma,
filiform serrated adenoma and sessile serrated
adenoma with dysplasia.

Once the diagnosis for each included polyp
was established, staining for MUC6 and MLH-1
was evaluated. For both, the overall presence or
absence of staining was recorded, as was the pattern
of staining. Fisher’s exact test was used to evaluate
the significance of different staining patterns among
the polyps. A paired t-test was utilized to evaluate
the difference in mean size of sessile serrated

adenomas and hyperplastic polyps, as well as the
mean patient ages in the four polyp categories.

Results

Table 3 summarizes the clinicopathological features
and results. Patient age did not differ significantly
among the diagnostic categories apart from sessile
serrated adenomas with dysplasia, where the
patients were significantly older (P¼ 0.01). Of the
74 serrated polyps without cytological dysplasia,
26 were classified as sessile serrated adenoma and
48 as hyperplastic polyp. The remaining 20 polyps
included 7 traditional serrated adenomas, 6 filiform
serrated adenomas and 7 sessile serrated adenomas
with dysplasia. Polyp size ranged from 2 to 18mm.
Sessile serrated adenomas (mean 8mm) were signi-
ficantly larger than hyperplastic polyps (mean
4.75mm; P¼ 0.0005). By anatomic location, 21/26
(81%) sessile serrated adenomas were taken from

Figure 1 Sessile serrated adenoma. Sessile serrated adenomas are characterized by horizontal orientation, branching, dilation and mucus
production in the basal crypts (a–c). The basal crypts express MUC6, predominantly in straight or branched crypts (d), and also in some
dilated and horizontally-oriented crypts (e). Inset in panel e depicts the pattern of staining in the epithelial cells. (f) MLH-1 expression is
intact. All �100 original magnification.
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the right colon, whereas 47/48 (98%) hyperplastic
polyps were located in the left colon (Po0.0001).
All of the sessile serrated adenomas with dysplasia
were located in the right colon and all of the
traditional/filiform serrated adenomas in the left
colon.

All 26 sessile serrated adenomas had MUC6 stain-
ing in at least some of the basal crypts (Figure 1d
and e). Most MUC6-positive cells in the sessile
serrated adenomas were located in regular, straight
basal crypts (Figure 1d) rather than in crypts
with characteristic architectural features such as
dilation, branching or horizontal orientation. How-
ever, scattered basally dilated and horizontal crypts
were positive (Figure 1e). Crypts with basal serra-
tion and/or branching were only rarely positive for
MUC6. None of the hyperplastic polyps was positive
for MUC6 (Po0.0001) (Figure 2c). Where present,
flat (non-polyp) mucosa included in the biopsies
was also completely negative for MUC6 staining,
regardless of anatomical location.

All seven sessile serrated adenomas with dys-
plasia contained areas of morphologically typical

sessile serrated adenoma (Figure 3a and b). Five
had areas of high-grade dysplasia and two of these
five had areas of adenocarcinoma invasive into
the submucosa. The remaining two sessile serrated
adenomas with dysplasia had only low-grade dys-
plasia. All of the traditional and filiform serrated
adenomas had low-grade dysplasia and 8/13
(62%) contained non-cytologically dysplastic areas
morphology typical of hyperplastic polyp (Figure 4a
and b). The seven sessile serrated adenomas with
dysplasia expressed MUC6 in non-dysplastic areas,
and retained varying degrees of staining in areas of
cytological dysplasia (Figure 3c). Specifically, areas
of high-grade dysplasia were MUC6-positive in 2/5
polyps, invasive carcinoma in 2/2 polyps and one
of the two sessile serrated adenomas with only
low-grade dysplasia had foci of positivity within
the dysplastic crypts. The traditional and filiform
serrated adenomas were all negative for MUC6
(Figure 4d).

Expression of MLH-1 was preserved in all but five
polyps in the study, all sessile serrated adenomas
with dysplasia that contained high-grade dysplasia

Figure 2 Hyperplastic polyp. Hyperplastic polyps lack the characteristic crypt morphologies seen in sessile serrated adenoma, and have
small basal crypts largely lacking in mucus production (a and b). They fail to express MUC6 (c), and also retain MHL-1 expression (d).
All �100 original magnification.
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and/or adenocarcinoma (Po0.0001) (Figure 3d).
In these five polyps, MLH-1 staining was lost in
the areas with high-grade dysplasia or carcinoma,
which still retained MUC6 staining (Figure 3c).
MLH-1 was positive in the non-dysplastic areas in
all of the polyps, as well as in areas of low-grade
dysplasia. All flat (non-polyp) mucosa included in
the biopsies also retained MLH-1 expression.

Discussion

The concordance rate (74/80; 93%) for the diagnosis
of sessile serrated adenoma and hyperplastic polyp
in our series was higher than that previously
reported by Glatz et al12. We attribute this to a
combination of the gastrointestinal subspecialty
training of the two authors making the diagnoses
(a point similarly made by Glatz et al) as well as the
opportunity to discuss initially discordant diag-
noses in an attempt to reach a consensus. Although
not a consecutive sample of all serrated polyps, the

patient’s demographic characteristics (Table 3) were
similar to those previously seen in the literature.4,7

Thus, most sessile serrated adenomas in our series
were found in the right colon of older women,
whereas the majority of hyperplastic polyps came
from the left colon with no gender preference. Given
the finding of only one right-sided hyperplastic
polyp, our data also support the concept that hyper-
plastic polyps rarely arise, or at least are rarely
sampled, in the right colon. In addition, our
results show several important morphological and
immunohistological features that have not been
previously addressed in the literature.

Aberrant and ectopic gastric-type mucin has been
previously reported in colonic hyperplastic polyps.
In fact, hyperplastic polyp is also known as ‘meta-
plastic polyp’ because of the presence of gastric
metaplasia.25,26 However, the mechanism of MUC6
expression in serrated polyps is unknown. Ectopic
expression of MUC6 is commonly found in gastro-
intestinal diseases associated with regenerative

Figure 3 Sessile serrated adenoma with dysplasia. Sessile serrated adenomas with dysplasia are characterized by crypts with the unique
morphology of sessile serrated adenoma, in combination with crypts lined by epithelium with conventional cytological dysplasia (a and
b; the majority of the cytologically dysplastic crypts are in the left-most halves of each panel). These polyps also express MUC6 (c),
including areas of cytological dysplasia. In areas of high-grade dysplasia (arrows and inset) and submucosally-invasive adenocarcinoma
(not shown, but present in the polyp pictured), MLH-1 expression is lost (d). All � 100 original magnification.
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mucosa secondary to ulcers and inflammation. For
example,MUC6 is expressed in pseudopyloric meta-
plasia found in inflammatory bowel disease.27,28

Similarly, pseudopyloric metaplasia seen ‘replacing’
lost glands in fundic gastritis also expresses MUC6.
Researchers have found that MUC6 mucin is
upregulated by NFkB, a nuclear transcription factor
that is also activated in inflammatory and neoplastic
cells.29 This finding seems compatible with the
theory that metaplastic/hyperplastic polyps develop
in response to inflammation;25 however, the precise

reason for selective expression of MUC6 in the
cancer-associated sessile serrated adenomas, but not
hyperplastic polyps is still unclear.

The fact that not all basal crypts with the
characteristic morphology found in sessile serrated
adenoma were MUC6-positive is also intriguing.
It suggests that some of these ‘morphologically
diagnostic’ basal crypts may not contain the ‘stem
cells’ that give rise to sessile serrated adenoma. In
fact, Batts30 found that inverted growth of surface
epithelium can be seen in sessile serrated adenoma,

Table 3 Summary of clinicopathological findings

Diagnosis SSA (N¼26) HP (N¼ 48) TSA/FSA (N¼13) SSAD (N¼7)

Age 21–85 (x̄¼65) 42–82 (x̄¼61) 42–80 (x̄¼ 65) 61–87 (x̄¼73)
Sex (M:F) 7:19 20:28 7:6 1:6
Site (Rt:Lt) 21:5 1:47 0:13 6:0 (1 unknown)
Size (mm) 3–18 (x̄¼8) 2–13 (x̄¼5) 2–13 (x̄¼ 7) 4–12 (x̄¼8)

MUC6(+) 26 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7 (100%)
MLH-1(+) 26 (100%) 48 (100%) 13 (100%) 2 (29%)

Figure 4 Traditional serrated adenoma (a) and filiform serrated adenoma (b) have serrated crypt profiles lined by cytologically dysplastic
epithelium (inset a). These polyps retain MLH-1 expression (c) but do not express MUC6 (d). All � 100 original magnification.
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which could explain the lack of MUC6 staining in
a variable number of basal crypts. Our findings
also indicate that many MUC6-negative serrated basal
crypts in sessile serrated adenoma express MUC5AC,
another gastric-type mucin usually only seen in
surface epithelium (unpublished personal data).

The frequent association of MUC6 positivity
and right-sided serrated polyps raises the issue of
whether MUC6 is in fact simply a marker of right-
sided polyps. Indeed, there is accumulating
evidence suggesting that the right and left colon
may be considered as two distinct ‘organs’ with
different embryology, biochemical metabolism and
carcinogenesis.31,32 Although it does not appear
simply to be a marker of the right colon itself (as
it was negative in flat mucosa regardless of site), it is
difficult to address the possibility that MUC6 may
highlight right colon polyps regardless of their
pathogenesis, because of the distinct segregation of
sessile serrated adenomas and hyperplastic polyps
in the right and left colon, respectively. However,
our series did include five left colonic sessile serra-
ted adenomas that were MUC6-positive, and one
right colonic hyperplastic polyp that was MUC6-
negative. Therefore, it does not appear that the
location alone can be implicated in this immuno-
histochemical phenomenon. Larger series of sessile
serrated adenomas from the left colon and hyper-
plastic polyps from the right colon (if such an entity
exists in any significant number) could help to settle
this issue.

Our finding of loss of MLH-1 expression in those
polyps with morphological features of sessile
serrated adenoma in combination with discrete
areas of cytological (adenomatous) dysplasia fits
well with the evolving concept of a ‘serrated’
neoplasia pathway that includes sessile serrated
adenoma as a precursor lesion. Thus, it appears that
MLH-1 loss is a late event in the pathway, correlated
with the acquisition of cytological dysplasia,
whereas ectopic expression of MUC6 seems to be a
much earlier event, associated with the acquisition
or expression of characteristic architectural features
of basal crypts, upon which the diagnosis of sessile
serrated adenoma is currently based. Furthermore,
the finding of a combination of lost MLH-1 expres-
sion and positive MUC6 staining in the areas of
sessile serrated adenomas with high-grade dysplasia
and invasive carcinoma suggests that MUC6 could
even play a role in the malignant transformation of
these polyps.

The sessile serrated adenomas in our series were
significantly larger than the hyperplastic polyps.
Based on this finding, it is possible that MUC6
staining could be related to polyp size rather than to
morphological or pathophysiological polyp subtype.
However, both the presence of MUC6 expression
in at least some architecturally characteristic basal
crypts associated with sessile serrated adenoma, as
well as the expression of MUC6 within cytologically
dysplastic areas of sessile serrated adenomas with

dysplasia together with a loss of MLH-1 argue
against this explanation. In addition, MUC6 staining
was evident even in the smallest of the sessile ser-
rated adenomas in our series (from 3 to 5mm in size)
and was notably absent in the subset of hyperplastic
polyps of similar size.

Although the sessile serrated adenomas and
hyperplastic polyps in our study had very distinct
anatomical locations and MUC6 expression, the
parallel comparison between sessile serrated adeno-
mas with dysplasia and the traditional/filiform ser-
rated adenomas is also interesting. All of our sessile
serrated adenomas with dysplasia were located in
the right colon, whereas all of our traditional and
filiform serrated adenomas were located in the left
colon. Although traditional serrated adenoma has
been previously demonstrated to occur throughout
the colon, we believe that the relatively high number
of filiform serrated adenomas in our ‘cytologically
dysplastic serrated polyp’ group accounts for the
skew toward the left-sided location, as these polyps
have been shown to occur only in the left colon.
Sessile serrated adenoma with dysplasia can be
considered the ‘advanced’ stage of sessile serrated
adenoma because it contains areas morphologically
typical for sessile serrated adenoma and occurs
more often in the right colon, but loses expression of
MLH-1 in the dysplastic areas. Interestingly, most
serrated adenomas with cytological dysplasia in
our study, particularly the filiform variant, also
contained areas morphologically typical for hyper-
plastic polyp and all were located in the left colon.
These findings raise the possibility that filiform
serrated adenoma may be the ‘advanced’ form of
hyperplastic polyp.

The distinction between sessile serrated adenoma
with dysplasia and traditional/filiform serrated
adenoma has not been addressed in the literature.
Based on the authors’ experience in daily practice,
the morphological differentiation, especially bet-
ween sessile serrated adenoma with dysplasia and
traditional serrated adenoma, may be difficult,
particularly when the characteristic crypt architec-
ture of sessile serrated adenoma has been largely
replaced by the dysplastic component, or when the
sessile serrated adenoma component has not been
extensively sampled. In this situation, MUC6 could
be a useful marker in making this diagnostic
distinction.

Our findings substantiate the need for full-thick-
ness mucosal biopsies in the diagnosis of sessile
serrated adenoma. Visible basal crypts are vital, both
when using morphology alone and when adding
MUC6 staining. If the sessile serrated adenoma is
removed in numerous small pieces, the basal crypts
are less likely to be sampled. Therefore, we recom-
mend that sessile polyps in the right colon be
removed by the injection-assisted method of instil-
ling saline beneath the polyp. This method has been
described in the literature,33 and should result in
more diagnostic tissue including the basal crypts
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being available for diagnosis. Of course, many
sessile serrated adenomas may simply be too
large to be amenable to this method, but every effort
should be made to ensure the presence of basal
mucosa in the biopsy or polypectomy.

Cancer-associated serrated polyps without tradi-
tional cytological dysplasia are an increasingly
accepted and recognized diagnostic category in
pathology practice. Most diagnostic criteria to date
have been based on morphological clues to abnor-
mal proliferation or ‘architectural dysplasia’, and
are, by nature, qualitative rather than quantitative.
Our study illustrates the utility of immunohisto-
chemical staining for MUC6 as an adjunct to
morphological assessment in the diagnosis of
sessile serrated adenoma. Although MUC6 is clearly
‘morphology-associated’, there is also evidence to
suggest that it may be a ‘pathway-associated’ marker
in colorectal cancer. In addition to its association
with loss of MLH-1 expression in this and one other
study,9 other preliminary studies show that MUC6 is
more commonly positive in microsatellite-unstable
than in microsatellite-stable colon cancer34 and that
it is largely negative in ‘traditional’ adenomatous
polyps (unpublished personal data). Thus, it is our
hope that the findings will provide both a diagnostic
aid to the practicing pathologist, and a window into
the pathogenesis of these unique colonic polyps.
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